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The classical undead 

Renaissance and antiquity face to face 

LEONARD BARKAN 

In an inspiring essay entitled "The Storyteller," Walter 
Benjamin grants special privilege to ErzahIung-that is, 
the popularly recounted tale or legend-over bourgeois 
novelistic narration.' The moderns, he argues, have 
loaded their stories with logical and psychological 
causality, while the folktale had a "chaste compactness" 
that resisted every kind of explanation. Benjamin locates 
the cause for this change in the removal of death from 
the mainstream of daily existence; "dying," he says, "has 
been pushed further and further out of the perceptual 
world of the living." What gave the storyteller authority 
for the noncausal, elliptical form of narration was the 
ever-present fact of death, which stood as the tacit 
explanation for everything. Death, he argues, has been 
replaced by all the novel's rationalistic causalities; and 
the sequence of unconnected memories that is supposed 
to flood the mind of a dying person turns into the most 
authoritative paradigm for storytelling. 

Though Benjamin's principal subject is the Russian 
fabulist Nikolai Leskov, the story he chooses to tell in its 
entirety is one by the early-nineteenth-century German 
folk writer Johann Peter Hebel.2 It is called "Unverhofftes 

Wiedersehen," and it concerns a young Swedish miner 
who dies on the job deep underground just before his 
wedding. I will let Benjamin take it from there: 

His bride keeps faith with him after his death, and she lives 
long enough to become a wizened old woman; one day a 
body is brought up from the abandoned tunnel which, 
saturated with iron vitriol, has escaped decay, and she 
recognizes her betrothed. After this reunion she too is 
called away by death. When Hebel, in the course of this 
story, was confronted with the necessity of making this long 
period of years graphic, he did so in the following 
sentences: "In the meantime the city of Lisbon was 
destroyed by an earthquake, and the Seven Years' War 
came and went, and the Emperor Francis I died, and the 
Jesuit order was established, and Poland was partitioned, 
and Empress Maria Theresa died, and Struensee was 

executed. America became independent, and the united 
French and Spanish forces were unable to capture Gibraltar. 
[I skip some events.] Napoleon captured Prussia, and the 

English bombarded Copenhagen, and the peasants sowed 
and harvested. The millers ground, and the smiths 
hammered, and the miners dug for veins of ore in their 
underground workshops...." 

Never has a storyteller embedded his report deeper in 
natural history than Hebel manages to do in this 
chronology. Read it carefully. Death appears in it with the 
same regularity as the Reaper does in the processions that 
pass around the cathedral clock at noon. 

pp. 94-95 

Benjamin's account of two different kinds of story soon 
reveals itself to be an account of two different kinds of 
history. I make this verbal distinction in the full 
knowledge that it is a luxury available in English and not 
in any other language I know. (For the record, 

Benjamin's principal term here is Erzahlung, but he 
sometimes does use Geschichte for the space that is 
covered by both history and story in English.) The 
modern historian, he argues, produces a consequential, 
logical set of explanations, whereas the old-style 
chronicler was able to render events simply as "models 
of the course of the world"-that is, proceeding 
inscrutably with only death as a recurrent sign of its 
divinely based logic. So where modern historians create 
narratives by means of demonstrable explanation, 
chroniclers operate by interpretation, which, he says, "is 
not concerned with an accurate concatenation of 
definite events, but with the way these are embedded in 
the great inscrutable course of the world." 

What is strangely implicit in this account is the Hebel 
story, which makes possible such an anachronistic return 
to chronicle rather than to history. The bourgeois 
novel-say, War and Peace-embeds modern 
historiography in a rationalist story whose rules dictate 
that when people die, they stay dead. Hebel, on the 
other hand, inserts his inscrutable and death-centered 
catalogue of eighteenth-century events inside a fairy tale 
whose premise is a fantasy about the undead. The 
encounter between the bride, now a decrepit crone still 
alive though at death's door, and the groom, beautifully 

1. Walter Benjamin, Illuminations, ed. H. Arendt, trans. H. Zohn 
(New York: Schocken Books, 1969), pp. 83-109. 

2. The text in question is to be found in J. P. Hebel, Gesammelte 
Werke, ed. H. Rupp (Gutersloh: Mohn, 1966), pp. 235-237. 
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preserved though dead, is in its own way as arbitrary 
and uncausal as the connections among the events in 
the chronicle. For me, it is the paradigm for a certain 
kind of encounter with the past. It is an affective 
encounter across time with an object that is both 
recognizable and unrecognizable, an encounter in 

which the dead seem to be younger, not older, than the 
living and in which the past can be viewed as the 
undead, the uncanny, the other. While I very much 
agree with Benjamin's division between the two kinds of 
story-and-history, I am less persuaded that the difference 
is to be plotted chronologically. At least since the later 

Middle Ages, it seems to me, there has been a perpetual 
war between a causal story/history and a magical one. 
The fantasy of a direct encounter with the undead is the 
return of a repressed form of historical storytelling. 

My interest in this procedure is to record some 
chapters in the past's own encounter with its past, 
especially in the early modern period. I recognize that I 
am myself on the same map that is, one of the living 
trying to read the dead. One of the things I bring from 
the world of the living is a highly developed 
consciousness of otherness. What that means to me is 
that separate groups of individuals within societies relate 
to one another through various hermeneutics, which is 
to say systems of mediation such as identification, 
distancing, co-optation, and exploitation, to cite just a 
few possibilities. I notice the early moderns when they 
are themselves aware that they are confronting outsiders 
and are more or less consciously enacting the codes that 
they have in place for such encounters. I have also 
characterized the past as a ghetto and the people who 
lived and died a long time ago as the most marginalized 
citizens of all.3 The implication that we should engage 
in a movement of Dead Power or Dead Lib is frivolous 
or even offensive, although we can certainly operate by 
analogy to see the past as living on the margins of the 
present. This analogy becomes more than casually 
heuristic when it turns out that one of the culture's 
ruling fantasies is that the dead are living again among 
them. In fact, the whole humanist adventure from 
Petrarch onwards can be seen as a set of choices both to 
incorporate and to marginalize the dead-that is, the 
past. The many types of encounter with this particular 

Other will take the form of both fairy tale and modern 
narrative, and they will serve as the grounds for both 
kinds of history: careful, diachronic historicism and the 
magic chronicle that indulges in the possibility of 
collapsing time and the Other. 

With that preamble, I turn to my principal purpose, 
which is to offer a brief guided tour of an Italian 
Renaissance document that I see as describing some of 
these analogical encounters. Paolo Pompilio was a kind 
of second-string Roman humanist of the later fifteenth 
century who lectured on grammar, both Greek and 
Latin, and seems to have written a number of works that 
translate or interpret or imitate ancient literary texts.4 He 

was closely associated with the Spanish ascendancy 
surrounding the papal court in this period. He appears 
at a moment when some potentially radical notions of 
paganizing Christian culture were being tolerated. But 
the example of this activity for which he is best known, 
the rendering of the Nicene Creed into more classical 
language-"l believe in one God, maker of heaven and 
nature, who alone poured forth from bright Olympus his 
vital energies"5-itself demonstrates just how easy it is 
for the Other to be co-opted. 

Among Pompilio's extant works are a few chapters of 
Notations, memoirs from the latter years of his life. In 
one section of these, he reports that the month of April 
1485 in Rome was exceptionally rich in ostentis 
shows, wonders, signs. Pompilio declares that certain 
people have thought them to be of trifling significance 
while many others, presumably himself included, think 
they are of some moment. His account of four of these 

wonders is strictly progressive: each is more amazing 
and occupies more space in his narration than the 
previous one. If he understands them to be signs in the 
transitive sense-that is, signs of something he never 
says what. 

First, a half-witted hermit (other contemporaries 
suggest it was a Franciscan6) came riding through Rome 

3. See Leonard Barkan, "Of Medicine, Miracles, and the 

Economies of the Body," in Organ Transplantation: Meanings and 

Realities, ed. S. J. Youngner et al. (Madison: University of Wisconsin 

Press, 1996), pp. 221-251. 

4. For general discussions of Pompilio, see Carlo Dionisotti, Gli 
umanisti e il volgare fra Quattro e Cinquecento (Florence: Le Monnier, 
1968), pp. 33-36; and John F. D'Amico, Renaissance Humanism in 
Papal Rome (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), pp. 1 58, 
296-298. Particularly central to the present argument is G. Mercati, 
"Paolo Pompilio e la scoperta del cadavere intatto sull'Appia nel 
1485," in Opere minori, vol. 4, Studi e Testi 79 (Vatican City: 
Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1937), pp. 268-286. 

5. To be found in Vat. lat. 2222, ff. 135 r-v. The lines quoted here 
are cited by D'Amico (see note 4), pp. 296-297. 

6. Cf. the chronicle of Antonio de Vascho, "II diario della citta di 
Roma di Antonio de Vasco," ed. G. Chiesa, in Rerum Italicarum 
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on a bull. Pompilio marvels at the animal's having been 
reduced to such servitude and suggests that the monk 

was trying to bring the beast down to his own idiotic 
level; he adds that the bull had been fitted with a pack 
saddle, which rendered the performance more 
comfortable but less holy. Next, there appeared a nine 
year-old Benedictine preacher who exhibited so much 
learning, acuteness, and rhetorical flair doing everything 
from memory and with the appropriate gestures that he 
could not possibly have been coached; what adds to 
Pompilio's amazement at this event is that the authorities 
permitted the boy to continue preaching at Rome for 
many days.7 The third wonder begins with a backward 
look at events several months earlier, when the papal 
tiara had been stolen and not recovered.8 At the present 

moment, it seems that a marble statue of a figure 
carrying a club and with imperial emblems sculpted on 
its breastplate has appeared out of the ground directly at 
the front door of the Vatican palace. It is sti ll visible 
there at the time Pompilio writes and is daily strewn 

with flowers and herbs by the papal guard. 
Finally, the most important of all these miraculous 

circumstances is the finding of an ancient corpse in a 
perfectly lifelike state of preservation.9 The discovery 

took place at around the fifth milepost of the Appian 
Way. The body, which was determined to be that of a 
woman, was so well preserved that her skin felt soft to 
the touch, her tongue was still red, and her eyes 
retained good color. The event proved to be an 
enormous sensation, and the whole city turned out 
citizens, magistrates, nobles. Pompilio particularly notes 
the number of literati who showed up. He cites their 
opinions on the ancient system of embalming that made 
such astonishing preservation possible; and, at greater 
length but more skeptically, he quotes their conjectures 
about the woman's identity, adding some thoughts of his 
own on the subject. Exposure to the air very quickly 
causes the body to decay. On top of that, an unending 
series of rainstorms breaks out, threatening to continue 
until they spoil the harvest. As a result of the rainstorms, 
the body is reburied. 

I am not going to try to decide exactly how true all 
this is. Most of these events are reported similarly 
elsewhere, but then there were also many corroborating 
sightings of men whose heads grew beneath their 
shoulders. As for the Hebelesque beautiful corpse, she is 
one of the most widely reported-on events in Rome 
during the whole of the fifteenth century. Much of the 
voluminous paper trail surrounding her is composed by 
individuals in the avant-garde of classical and 
antiquarian enthusiasm (often in the circle of Pomponio 
Leto), among them the archaeological commentator 
Volaterrano, the antipapal polemicist Stefano Infessura, 
and the connoisseur of ancient monuments and 
inscriptions Bartolomeo Fonzio.10 They all tell pretty 

Scriptores, nuova ed., vol. 23, pt. 3 (Citta di Castello: Tipi della casa 
editrice S. Lapi, 1904-191 1), p. 523, cited by Mercati (see note 4), p. 
2 76. De Vascho I inks this event to what wi I be the fourth wonder on 

Pompilio's list, "che fussero quasi due portenti," but does not include 
the others. 

7. This marvel is also noted by Gaspare Pontani, Rerum Italicarum 
Scriptores, nuova ed., vol. 3, pt. 2, ed. D. Toni (Citta di Castello: Tipi 
della casa editrice S. Lapi, 1907), p. 47, who however declares that 
the boy was thirteen or fourteen. 

8. On this episode, see Pontani (see note 7), p. 44. 
9. I focus on this episode in the full knowledge that it has long 

since attained the status of a paradigm in recounting the Renaissance 
rediscovery of antiquity. Among the classic treatments are Jacob 
Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy (New York: 
Phaidon, 1950), pp. 183-184; Ludwig Pastor, Storia dei Papi dalla fine 
del Medio Evo (Rome, 1912), vol. 3, pp. 244-245; and Rodolfo 
Lanciani, Pagan and Christian Rome (New York: Houghton Miffl in, 
1 893), pp. 295-301. More recently, the anecdote has been used at the 

beginning of such books as Arnold von Salis, Antike und Renaissance 
(Erlenbach-Zurich: Rentsch, 1947), p. 13; and V. Farinella, Archeologia 
e pittura a Roma tra Quattrocento e Cinquecento (Turin: Einaudi, 
1 992), pp. 3-1 9. Among other discussions of this event, see Hermann 

Thode, "Die romische Leiche vom Jahre 1485," Mittheilungen des 
Instituts fulr Osterreichische Geschichtsforschung 4 (1 883):75-91; 

Christoph Hilsen, "Die Auffindung der romischen Leiche vom Jahre 
1485," Mittheilungen des Instituts fulr Osterreichische 

Geschichtsforschung 4 (1 883):433-449; E. Rodoconachi, Le Capitole 
romain antique et moderne (Paris: Hachette, 1904), pp. 54-55; Mercati 

(see note 4), pp. 268-286; Fritz SaxI, "The Classical Inscription in 
Renaissance Art and Politics," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld 
Institutes 4 (1940-1941):26-27, 44-45; Roberto Weiss, The Renaissance 

Discovery of Classical Antiquity (Oxford: Blackwell, 1988), pp. 101-103. 
10. The many contemporary accounts, most of them collected in 

Lanciani (see note 9), pp. 295-301, Hilsen (see note 9), and Thode (see 
note 9), include Stefano Infessura, Diario della citta di Roma, ed. 0. 
Tommasini, (Turin: Bottega d'Erasmo, 1 960); Notarius a Nantiporta, in 
Codice Vaticano, 6823, f. 250; Raffaele Maffei da Volterra, 
Commentarii rerum urbanorum, column 954 of the Lyons ed., 1552; 
Bartolomeo Fonte, letter to Francesco Sassetto, published by H. 
Janitschek in Gesellschaft der Renaissance (Stuttgart: W. Stemann, 
1879), p. 120; letter from Laur Pehem, April 15, 1475, in the Codice 

Munich, 716 (among the papers collected by Hartman Schedel); copy 
of letter from Daniele da San Sebastiano to Giacomo di Maphei, in the 
Codice Marciano (Venice), XIV 267; Alexander ab Alexandro, 
Genialium Dierum libri sex, varia ac eruditione (Paris: Aegidium 
Gorbinum, 1565), iii.2; fragment of diary of Antonio di Vaseli 
(1481-1486) in the Archives of the Vatican, Armar. XV. fasc. 44; 

Anonym ap Monfaucon, Diarium Italicum (1 702), n. 157; Francesco 
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much the same story. Several of them add crucial later 
developments, including the discovery along with the 
body of various identifying inscriptions (not accepted by 
modern archaeologists), the various attempts to name 
the individual, the transport of the body to the 

Conservator's Palace, and finally its rapid decay and 
reinterment owing either to its corruption or to the pious 
intervention of Pope InnocentVIII. 

In short, I take these materials to be, individually, 
matters that many Romans were talking about in 1485, 
whether they had seen them or not, and, collectively, to 
be a narrative put together by one particular humanist. 
His story consists in a set of encounters with the 
unfamiliar that is also a kind of history of such 
encounters. I want to be cautious about overreading 
particularly the first two events. But one could say that 
the idiot Franciscan mounted on a bull has certain 
qualities of traditional or medieval religious mirabilia 
about it. What then distinguishes the boy preacher is 
that he is so clearly not an idiot, but rather a master of 
classical rhetoric (Pompilio cites his "clever 
anacephaleosis," a technical term he gets from 
Quintilian11), even though this mastery may be an act of 
ventriloquism. The real pivot comes with miracle three: 
not only is a statue (presumably of Hercules) excavated 
directly in front of the papal palace, but it is understood 
in relation to the earlier theft of the pontifical tiara. That 
the pope's guards should be daily anointing it with 
herbs-here, if nowhere else, Pompilio strains one's 
credulity-makes sense only if we construe the event as 
bridging the ages of pagan and Christian. The last and 
most important miraculous event consists in an 
appearance not of mere classical discourse, nor of an 
ancient marble simulacrum, but of an unmediated 
though brief-encounter with a Roman citizen. From 
idiot to dummy spouting Ciceronian rhetoric to 
archaeological excavation to the authentic flesh-and 
blood classical undead. 

Here, I think, we need to step back from this 
occasion and see it in larger context. A sizable circle of 
literate Italians from the fourteenth century onwards 
engaged in many forms of reacquaintance with 
antiquity. Literary and iconographical accounts of this 
process often treat it as somewhat immaterial: that is, as 
consisting of texts or images or motifs that were, as the 
saying goes, in the air but that began to be sniffed more 
persistently through the early modern period. In fact, the 
process is highly material, depending on some very 
specific discoveries of objects that had been left on 
Italian soil by the ancient Romans but not found or not 
paid much attention to prior to this period. (Needless to 
say, these discoveries are not really accidents: cultures 
find what, in one way or another, they are looking for.) 
So, there are major intellectual and aesthetic industries 
dating back to the early fourteenth century at least 
devoted to the finding of manuscripts, coins, 
inscriptions, architectural vestiges, and the subterranean 
remains of ancient urban planning. 

From a certain point of view, the climactic term in 
this series is ancient sculpture, whose rediscovery, 

whether involving famous pieces like the Apollo 
Belvedere or any of thousands of friezes and fragments, 
is one of the principal cultural adventures of the later 
fifteenth century. The most widely recounted anecdote 
about the discovery of an ancient statue in the 
Renaissance is also, perhaps, the most culturally high 
minded. As Francesco da Sangallo writes: 

The first time I was in Rome when I was very young, the 
pope was told about the discovery of some very beautiful 
statues in a vineyard near S. Maria Maggiore. The pope 
ordered one of his officers that he run and tell Giuliano da 
Sangallo to go and see them.... Since Michelangelo 
Buonarroti was always to be found at our house, my father 
having summoned him and having assigned him the 
commission of the pope's tomb, my father wanted him to 
come along, too. I joined the group and we went. I climbed 
down to where the statues were when immediately my 
father said, "That is the Laoco6n, which Pliny mentions." 
Then they dug the hole wider so that they could pull the 
statue out. As soon as it was visible everyone started to 

draw, all the while discoursing on ancient things, chatting 
as well about the ones in Florence.12 

Matarazzo, "Cronaca della citta di Perugia dal 1492 al 1 503 di 
Francesco Matarazzo detto Maturanzio," Archivio storico Italiano 1, 
ser. 1, XVI, II, p. 180. Compare also Alessandro Cortesi and another 
anonymous chronicler in Biblioteca Laurenziana, Florence, Ms. 
Ashburnham, 1 657, ff. 1 07v-1 09r; Antonio de Vascho (see note 6). 

11. See Quintilian, Institutio oratoria, trans. H. E. Butler 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, Loeb Classical Library, 1 977), 
6.1 .1 (pp. 382-383): "Rerum repetitio et congregatio, quae Graece 
dicitur adIaKeq7aAaiwcYLg a quibusdam Latinorum enumeratio, et 
memoriam iudicis reficit et totam simul causam ponit ante oculos." 

12. The letter was published in C. Fea, Miscellanea filologica 
critica e antiquaria (Rome: Pagliarini, 1 790-1836), pp. 329-331. For 
general materials on the discovery of the Laocoon, see Phyllis Pray 
Bober and Ruth Rubinstein, Renaissance Artists and Antique Sculpture: 
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In this sixty-years-later recollection, Sangallo touches all 
the most important bases. The political authority of the 
pope tames any pagan tinge to the Laocoon while 
justifying Julius's possession of it. The presence of 

Michelangelo signals the passing of the torch from the 
greatest ancient sculpture to the greatest modern 
sculptor. The instant identification of the object by 
reference to Pliny demonstrates how the newly 
unearthed visual masterpiece can be integrated into a 
verbal record of antiquity that has been long familiar to 
humanists. And the activities that take place upon the 
successful disinterment of the statue-"everyone started 
to draw, all the while discoursing on ancient things" 
sanctions the two great activities attendant upon the 
rediscovery of classical culture: making words and 

making pictures. 
Lest this account seem almost too perfectly mythical, 

I offer a glimpse at some other encounters with ancient 
sculpture, most of them well before 14 January 1 506, 
the day of the Laoco6n's reappearance. Back in the 
fourteenth century, Giovanni Dondi reports on an 
unnamed sculptor friend: 

I have heard this man tell many times about the statues and 
sculptures that he had seen at Rome, with such admiration 
and veneration that he seemed in recalling it to be 
transported beyond himself from the wonder of the thing. 
For he used to say that sometimes, passing with his friends 
by a place where some images of this sort could be seen, 
he had held back, looking in astonishment at their artistry, 
and, forgetting his company, had stood still so long that his 
companions had passed on five hundred steps and more."3 

For this individual, the encounter is apparently private, 
professional (one sculptor to another), aesthetic. The 
statue draws the viewer away from his friends and 
begins to replace them, becoming an alternative 

companion. The terms are not surprising in a writer 
closely associated with Petrarch, since the metaphor (if it 
is a metaphor) of companionship via the humanistic 

meeting with the makers of ancient culture is written on 
nearly every page of Petrarch's work.14 

A further encounter is related in the words of a famous 
sculptor himself. Lorenzo Ghiberti claims to have been 
present at the excavation of the Hermaphrodite. 

It lies on a little sheet, arms on the ground, hands crossed, 
one over the other, keeps off one of the legs with the big 
toe of the foot. It was headless, but nothing else was 
lacking. In this work there were a great many fine nuances; 
there was nothing the sense of sight could discern which 
the hand did not discover by touch.15 

Ghiberti seems to be out for something more than 
professional inspiration or even companionship. 
"Nessuna cosa il viso scorgeva, se non col tatto la mano 
la trovava": the phrase appears to be a tantalizing way of 
saying that the sculptor let his fingers do the walking in 
answering the most interesting question about the 
Hermaphrodite. Indeed, if it weren't for the similarly 
enigmatic style of so much in his Commentari, one 
might argue with certainty that there was a close 
connection between the figure's ambiguous gender and 
the force of its visual/tactile attraction. Both eyes and 
hands seemed necessary to cope with the statue's 
special anatomy. But the chronicles are full of these 
observer reactions even when the statues are not gender 
bent. Three quarters of a century after Ghiberti, Federico 
Gonzaga's representative excitedly narrates the 
unearthing of the Tiber near S. Maria sopra Minerva, "a 
marble statue of the largest man you could possibly find, 

A Handbook of Sources (London: Harvey Miller Publishers, 1986), 
pp. 151-155; Francis Haskell and Nicholas Penny, Taste and the 
Antique (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1981), pp. 
243-247; H. H. Brummer, The Statue Court in the Vatican Belvedere 
(Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1970), pp. 74-119; C. C. van Essen, 
"La d6couverte du Laocoon," Mededelingen der Koninklijke 
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, afd. Letterkunde 18 
(1955):291-308; and Adriano Prandi, "La fortuna del Laocoonte dalla 
sua scoperta nelle termi di Tito," Rivista dell'istituto nazionale 
d'archeologia e storia dell'arte, n.s., 3 (1954):78-107. 

13. Neal W. Gilbert, "A Letter of Giovanni Dondi dall'Orologio to 
Fra' Guglielmo Centueri: A Fourteenth-Century Episode in the Quarrel 
of the Ancients and the Moderns," Viator: Medieval and Renaissance 
Studies 8 (1 977):336 (Latin), 344-345 (English). 

14. On Dondi's relations with Petrarch, see Vincenzo Bellemo, 
Jacopo e Giovanni de Dondi dall'Orologio: Note critiche con le rime 
edite e inedite di Giovanni Dondi (Chioggia, 1894); Antonio Zardo, I/ 
Petrarcha e i Carraresi (Milan: U. Hoepli, 1887); and Chiara Frugoni, 
"L'antichita: dai 'Mirabilia' alla propaganda politica," in Memoria 
dell'antico nell'arte italiana, ed. S. Settis (Turin: Einaudi, 1984), vol. 1, 
pp. 22-23. In response to communications by Dondi offering 
friendship and medical advice, Petrarch composed some important 
letters on medicine as a form of learning (Seniles 12.1 and 12.2). On 
Petrarch's sense of companionship with the ancients, see, for instance, 
all the epistles to dead authors in the twenty-fourth book of the 
Letterae familiares. Also to be noted in that same volume is Petrarch's 
tendency to identify books-especially manuscripts of Cicero-in such 
a way as to imply that he is talking about the actual person of the 
author. See for instance Letterae familiares 18.12-14. 

15. Julius von Schlosser, Lorenzo Ghibertis Denkwurdigkeiten 
(Berlin: J. Bard, 1912), vol. 1, p. 62. 
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and bigger even than that . .. which I saw with my eyes 

and touched all over with my hands." 1 6 

But sex is not the whole story here. Let us go back to 

Giovanni Dondi for a moment. Though he describes the 
experience of the enraptured sculptor, his own approach 
has more in common with his other friend, Petrarch, 
believing that antiquity is not so easily met face to face 
and certainly not through sculptural fragments. 

Who and what sort of men those Ancients were, by what 
customs they lived, what virtues they had, what sorts of 
actions gained reward, and what sorts of things were given 
to those who deserved well, all belong to a bygone age and 
cannot, like present things, be seen by our eyes or touched 
with our hands; they can, however, be recognized by great 
testimonies and reliable evidence, so that no one who 
looks carefully can doubt them. The best evidence consists 
of the writings which outstanding minds have left to the 
memory of posterity; their authority and majesty is so great 
that no one can fail to trust them. If you should ask my own 
opinion, their credit is so great, believe me, that I seem 
somehow to have seen those things that I have read.17 

The material antiquity can no longer "be seen by our 
eyes or touched with our hands"; the written word, 
however, has such great credibility that through it Dondi 
seems to have somehow seen what he has only read. 

Not everyone is of this opinion, particularly once 
there comes to be a very considerable quantity of 

material that can be seen with the eyes and touched 
with the hands. The debate between those who almost 
manage to find real presence in the written word and 
those who need to touch newly excavated statues is as 
old as doubting Thomas and Christ's wounds. If it's the 
debate of faith, it's also the debate of scholarly faith. In a 
compelling and influential argument by Richard and 
Trude Krautheimer, Dondi's text has served to define a 
wholly text-based approach to antiquity, which is 
made to act as a foil to a more positively valued 

"artistic" approach: 

This nonvisual, evocative approach to antiquity among the 
learned has dominated nearly all humanist thought down 
to recent times. To this day the literary outlook survives 
among historians, philologists, and educated sightseers.... 
The prevalence of the literary point of view has thus 
obliterated the fact that once a different, indeed, a 
diametrically opposed approach to antiquity existed 

among men who did not live by their pens, men who were 
artists for the most part.18 

It is a problematic claim, however. The existence of the 
alternative point of view is also traced to the Dondi 
letter, and it is all argued in a book on Ghiberti, who, 
after all, wrote commentaries that serve as much of the 
relevant evidence. Rather than postulate a humanistic 
visual consciousness independent of the word, we 
would do better to understand Renaissance-even early 
Renaissance-classicism as in search of a common 
ground between the writings that permit moderns to 
imagine antiquity and the material remains that might, 
in however limited a way, satisfy the senses. It is the 
very desire for ocular experience and the hope that text 
can achieve real presence that focuses humanist 
attention on surviving art objects. 

But as the events of 1485 suggest, there is a presence 
more real even than statues. Back in 1065, for 
instance or so argues William of Malmesbury in his 
twelfth-century chronicle the body of Pallas, the son of 

Virgil's Evander, was discovered in perfect condition. 
Still visible was "the gash which Turnus had made in the 
middle of his breast [and] which measured four feet and 
a half."19 In 1283 the skeleton of Antenor was found 
near Padua.20 Even during the Middle Ages, then, 
modern Romans find more than classical objects in the 
ground; they also find classical persons. As in all sorts of 
past-life regression, these persons are not merely hoi 
polloi of ancient times but the most celebrated of heroic 
figures. That fame is signaled by text: specifically, a 
combination of already known documents-in this case 
the Aeneid-together with newly found authenticating 
inscriptions. In the instance of Pallas (and not many 
other "discoveries" will be quite so perfect), historical 
uniqueness and hence truth is clinched by something 
more absolute than text: the sign on the body, his four 
foot wound, as a result of which the newly found object 

16. Cited in Brummer (see note 12), pp. 191-192. 
1 7. Cited in Gilbert (see note 13), p. 333 (Latin), p. 341 (English). 

1 8. Richard Krautheimer, with T. Krautheimer-Hess, Lorenzo 
Ghiberti (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1956), p. 296. 

19. W. Malmesburiensis, De gestis regum Anglorum libri quinque, 
ed. W. Stubbs (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1887-1889), 
pp. 258-259. 

20. See C. Cimegotto, "La figura di Antenore nella vita, nella 
leggenda e nell'arte," Atti e memorie della R. Accademia di scienze, 
lettere edarti in Padova, n.s. 53 (1936-1937):33-39; G. Fabris, "Le 
demolizioni di S. Lorenzo e la tomba di Antenore," Padova 10 
(1 937):1 4-23; Roberto Weiss, "Lovato Lovati," Italian Studies 6 
(1951 ):8. 
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and Virgil can authenticate each other reciprocally.21 
The marker that certifies all this truth is also the sign of 
death; the ancient hero, in other words, can prove who 
he is only by his way of becoming a corpse. As we shall 

see, that does not quite suffice for the Renaissance. 
Let us, then, imagine a continuum of ancient 

survivals that ranges from the immaterial word to the 
experience of the senses. Manuscripts, inscriptions, 
coins, architectural vestiges, the subterranean remains of 
ancient urban planning. Friezes, entablatures, 
sarcophagi, all sorts of relief sculpture. Then we come to 
the great freestanding three-dimensional pieces, which 
can act so much better as producers or subjects of 
discourse, as characters in prewritten narratives, and as 
sensuous objects. Finally, there are the ancient Romans 
themselves. In fact, by 1485 the discovery of ancient 
sculpture in the Roman soil was far from astonishing or 
miraculous nor is it, of course, the discovery itself that 
Pompilio characterizes as such. One would have to go 
back fifty years, to the time of Alberti and Poggio 
Bracciolini, to find narratives where the mere locating of 
objects in the ground carried a great cultural charge, 
even though certain discoveries, like the Laocobn in 
1 506, excited special attention and even though there 
are new turn-of-the-century developments in this story, 
like the growth of industries concerned with 
interpreting, collecting, and propagandizing the 
discovered objects. 

To return to Pompilio, what makes the appearance of 
the Hercules statue prodigious is that it turns up right at 

the pope's front door. In truth, Pompilio is a bit 

disingenuous in expressing surprise at the conjunction 
between popes and ancient sculpture: after all, antique 
works like the Marcus Aurelius and the Spinario had 
been exhibited throughout the later Middle Ages in front 
of the papal Lateran Palace, and they were given as a 

collection to the people of Rome by Sixtus IV in 1471. 22 

But it is perhaps one thing that the pope come to be in 

possession of a valuable antiquity and another that it be 

unearthed in the midst of his sacred space. Pompilio's 

final event is by no means ordinary: it is clearly headline 
news at the time and remains unique up until the age of 
pop archaeology in our own century, involving such 
things as the curse of Tutankhamen's tomb. The clearest 
index to its cultural force is the fact that the discovery 

was thought to have provoked bad weather and that it 
was therefore reburied: this is a narrative we hear almost 
verbatim about statues that had been unearthed in the 
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries;23 but by 1485 
statues are greedily welcomed without any superstitious 
need to lose out on their value. 

Of course, it is obvious how a body and a statue are 

different; what needs more explanation is how they are 
similar. The general run of Renaissance material culture 
that evoked antiquity was relatively limited and two 
dimensional-or, if you count coins and relief sculpture, 
two-and-a-half-dimensional. Freestanding statues come 
to be seen by comparison as though they were real 

people; and one could make a sort of equation between 
statues of exceptional articulation, like the Laocoon and 
the Farnese Bull, and those that excite the most attention 
upon their discovery. Well into the sixteenth century, 
Pirro Ligorio will compose a grand conceit-he credits 
its origins to Pliny, though in fact it comes from 

Cassiodorus according to which ancient Rome had 
two populations, one of flesh and blood, the other of 

marble.24 But let us return to 1485, the period, in other 
words, when such conceptions are being formed. 
Pompilio's juxtaposition of the two discoveries the 
Hercules statue and the body of the Roman girl-points 
to a complex mentality concerning the media of discovery 
itself. To oversimplify only a little, while some Europeans 
are gazing horizontally, others are gazing vertically, and 
we may need to understand the real and symbolic map 
of geology as fully as we do that of geography. 

What Renaissance Romans can discover in the 

ground is a function of what ancient Romans left there 
to be discovered. Through the centuries of the Roman 
republic and the early empire, the universal practice 

21 The death occurs at Aeneid 10.479-485, and the wound is 
referred to specifically at 11 .40-41. 

22. On these events, see Tilmann Buddensieg, "Die Statuenstiftung 
Sixtus IV. im Jahre 1471," Romisches Jahrbuch far Kunstgeschichte 20 
(1 983):33-73; W. S. Heckscher, Sixtus liii Aeneas Insignes Statuas 

Romano Popolo Restituendas Censuit (The Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1955); 
Rodolfo Lanciani, Storia degli scavi di Roma, (Rome: Quasar, 1989), 
vol. 1, pp. 94-96. 

23. Compare the famous story told by Ghiberti (von Schlosser [see 
note 15], vol. 1, p. 63) of the statue of Venus unearthed in Siena in the 
1 340s, first made much of and then reburied because it was blamed 
for defeats that the Sienese suffered at the hands of the Florentines. 

24. The passage is cited in Erna Mandowski and Charles Mitchell, 
Pirro Ligorio's Roman Antiquities: The Drawings in MS XIII.B7 in the 

National Library of Naples (London: Warburg Institute, 1963), pp. 
49-50n. For the source in Cassiodorus, see Variae, ed. T. Mommsen, 

Monumenta Germaniae Historica 12 (Berlin: Weidmann, 1961), 
p. 210. 
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with the dead was cremation, leaving urns but no bodies 
to be found.25 Beginning in the first couple of centuries 
of the Common Era which is in practice the earliest 
time from which any materials could be found in the 
Renaissance-inhumation becomes more the rule, with 
bodies being placed in sarcophagi and those often 
inside larger tombs of various kinds. (Elaborate 
embalming, clearly relevant to the corpse on the Appian 

Way, is not a widespread practice and gets associated 
with the East.26) All these stone funerary remains, and 
especially the ubiquitous sarcophagi, become by far the 
most numerous objects of any substantial kind that stand 
for Renaissance Italians as the relics of antiquity. I am not 
sure that this point is widely enough realized. Medieval 
Italians saw ancient sarcophagi immured in their church 

walls and city walls; from the time of Dante and Giotto 
onwards they were visible everywhere, and they get 
described in words, quoted in pictures, reused or copied 
as tombs passim.27 So, despite the value assigned to 
special discoveries like Laocoon and Hercules, the bulk 
of classical art to be seen in the Renaissance is death 
related; and the moderns who seek out this art are 
understood as something like necromancers. 

It is clearly this necromancy that produces the 
sympathetic relations between Pompilio's third and 
fourth miracles. Roman tombs (at least in pre-Christian 
times) were usually built above ground; but most of the 
time the actual human remains, whether ashes in urns 
or bodies in sarcophagi, were placed underground 
within that structure. All the other kinds of Roman art 
objects awaiting Renaissance discovery were, of course, 
erected above ground. But a thousand years of 
haphazard civilization in the area of Rome had covered 
the ancient city and even some of its very largest 

monuments with many layers of debris, rarely 
understood in literal spatial terms in the early 

Renaissance. This produces an extraordinarily significant 
confusion regarding the very nature of geological space 
in this most symbolically charged region. It is well 
known that Nero's Golden House, which was 
rediscovered underground in the late fifteenth century, 

was thought to originally have been built underground 
rather than simply pushed downward by loads of 
garbage; it was therefore understood to be some sort of 
pleasure palace inside a grotto and hence its exquisite 
wall paintings were named grottoesque, or grotteschi.28 

What we have, in other words, is a remarkably labile 
and indeterminate geology. Nero's grotto aside, ancient 
civilization was obviously not lived underground, but it 
exists there at the present time. Tombs are above ground 
but the bodies inside them are below. The discovery of a 
perfectly preserved body in a tomb along the Appian 

Way is meant to herald the beginning of a much more 
radical resurrection than that of statues and sarcophagi 
(which at any rate is becoming slightly mundane), 
namely the real life of antiquity. This is the case even if 
this resurrection is rendered impossible by the very 
account that proposes it, as the body dissolves in the air 
and before the gaze of the moderns. Indeed, this 
resurrection is given momentary promise of being 

material only to be remetaphorized. That will be the 
point of Pirro Ligorio's analogy between the population 
of ancient Romans and the population of ancient 
statues: the flesh-and-blood population that was once 
alive is now dead, while the marble figures who once 
seemed dead can now be reborn. It is a meeting very 

much like Hebel's betrothed couple in 1809. I might say 
more sweepingly that this metaphorization will underlie 
a whole chthonic Renaissance poetics that will take 
place in fictions that repose on a deeply dug-up 
symbolic earth. 

In the end, the location of the outsiders-above 
ground, underground, across the seas, inside one's own 
class and culture-is important because it provides keys 25. On Roman burial practice, see R. Reece, Burial in the Roman 

World (London: Council for British Archaeology, 1977); La mort, les 
morts et l'au-dela dans le monde romain, ed. F. Hinard (Caen: 
University of Caen, 1987); Jocelyn Toynbee, Death and Burial in the 
Roman World (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1971); and John 
Ferguson, The Religions of the Roman Empire (London: Thames & 
Hudson, 1970), pp. 132-139. 

26. See Toynbee (see note 25), pp. 41-42, nn. 109-113. 
27. On this matter, see the invaluable work of Michael 

Greenhalgh, The Survival of Roman Antiquities in the Middle Ages 
(London: Duckworth, 1989), passim, esp. pp. 84-85, 183-201, and 
the same author's "Ipsa ruina docet: I'uso dell'antico nel Medioevo," 
in Memoria dell'antico nell'arte italiana, ed. S. Settis (Turin: G. 

Einaudi, 1984), vol. 1, pp. 115-167. 

28. The definitive modern treatment of the rediscovered house of 
Nero is Nicole Dacos, La de'couverte de la Domus Aurea et la 
formation des grotesques a la Renaissance (London-Leiden: Warburg 
Institute, 1969). See also von Salis (see note 9), pp. 35-46. For a 
fifteenth-century account of the space, see Flavio Biondo, Roma 
instaurata (Verona: Boninus de Boninus, 1481-1482), 3.42-44. The 

most detailed descriptions of artists descending into the "grotto" are 
given by Vasari, in the lives of Morto da Feltro and Giovanni da Udine; 
see Le vite de' pih eccellenti pittori scultori ed architetti, ed. G. 

Milanesi (Florence: Sansoni, 1906), vol. 5, pp. 201-206, vol. 6, p. 551. 
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to the kind of hermeneutic that will direct acts of 
translation or interpretation between insiders and 
outsiders. These chthonic poetics of which I speak-that 
is, all the uncertain locations and statuses characterized 
by burial, necromancy, and the undead-exist in 
relation to a cultural predisposition according to which 
the past might be considered as though it were present. 
I say "might be" because I am reminded of that German 
fable about the con artist who made a bundle by 
claiming the ability to bring back people's relatives from 
the dead. As subjects for his powers, he chose just those 

whom no one wanted to have back from the dead, so 
their living relatives invariably paid him off before he 
could work his supposed magic. I don't think it is too 
cynical to say that what Renaissance culture wanted was 
a past that was just living enough so that it might be 
made to speak to the present, through certain 
interpreters, or else to listen when certain voices in the 
present spoke to it. (That is why the figure of 
prosopopoeia is for me so central to all considerations 
of outsiders, but that is a subject I deal with elsewhere.29) 

Pompilio's memoirs are once again revealing. He 
presents all the prodigious events as in one way or 
another requiring interpretation. The idiot presumably 
babbles, but his very appearance demands explanation. 
The boy preacher might be a sort of carnival trick unless 
one recognizes the cleverness of his anacephaleosis. As 
for the statue, I said earlier that it was the location of its 
discovery-in front of the Vatican-that rendered it 
miraculous, but that is not the whole truth. It is Pompilio 
himself who gives this event its special twist when he 
introduces it by saying that it respondet to the theft of 
the papal tiara-that is, it answers, compensates, or 
offers something in return. In one sense, this is a very 
radical proposition: however much Renaissance Romans 
valued ancient art, few would declare that it possessed 
numinous significance equal to an emblem of what 
Christ had given to Peter or that the two could possibly 
be exchanged for each other. Yet in another sense it is a 
very traditional proposition: namely, that there exists a 
typology of correspondences, according to which a 
statue of Hercules with imperial insignia on it is the ante 
legem equivalent to a sign of the pope's temporal power. 
Indeed, since one legend of the tiara's origin was that 

Constantine had given it to Pope Silvester, it could be 
argued that the unearthing of the imperial statue might 

rehearse or reconfirm the recently debunked Donation 
of Constantine.30 

But it is, not surprisingly, the ancient corpse that 
raises for Pompilio the most interesting questions of 
interpretation. For all the thousands who come to see 
her, she is an object to be read. The simplest part of the 
reading, as Pompilio tells it, belongs to the experts in 
natural lore (he excludes himself from this group), who 
determine without apparent difficulty the constituent 
parts of the embalming fluid and the method of mixing 
them that would result in such an enduring success. On 
the humanist side, the most telling of the interpretive 
responses appears in what seems (from this account and 
others) to be the almost universal supposition among the 
onlookers that they will be able to give this person a 
historical name-that is, to find her in a text and to 
identify her with it. The best way would be, of course, to 
find a text with her, to locate an explanatory piece of 
epigraphy carved in the stone of her burial monument. 
Now, inscriptions play a significantly pivotal role among 
ancient material remains: that is, they are at once a form 
of text and a form of image.31 As text, they offer their 
early modern discoverers the promise of a pure classical 
language that, unlike literary or manuscript materials, 
has not been transmitted through many medieval stages. 
As image, they form parts of many rediscovered ancient 
monuments that need to be recorded not only as 
language but also as visual forms. Most significant is the 
conjunction of art object and epigraphy. It is no 
coincidence that decidedly logocentric humanists like 
Cyriacus of Ancona or Giovanni Mansionario find it 

29. See Leonard Barkan, "The Beholder's Tale: Ancient Sculpture, 
Renaissance Narratives," Representations 44 (1 993):1 33-166. 

30. See Infessura (see note 10) on the tiara, "quod donavit 
Constantinus Silvestro" (p. 1 78). The Donation of Constantine, which 
purported to give secular dominion to the church under Pope Silvester 
I, had been proved a forgery by Lorenzo Valla, in De falso credita et 
ementita Constantini donatione, ed. Wolfram Setz, Monumenta 
Germaniae Historica 10 (Weimar: Bohlaus, 1976), pp. 81, 174, 176. 
See S. J. Mario Fois, I/ pensiero cristiano di Lorenzo Val/a nel quadro 
storico-culturale del suo ambiente (Rome: Universita Gregoriana, 
1969); and Charles L. Stinger, The Renaissance in Rome (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1985), pp. 248-255. 

31. On inscriptions, in addition to Weiss (see note 9), pp. 145-1 66, 
see the excellent summation in Greenhalgh (see note 27), pp. 1 72-182. 
See also C. R. Chiarlo, "'Gli fragmenti della sancta antiquitate': Studi 
antiquari e produzione delle imagini da Ciriaco d'Ancona a Francesco 
Colonna," in Memoria dell'antico nell'arte italiana, ed. S. Settis (Turin: 
G. Einaudi, 1984), vol. 1, pp. 271-297; I. Kajanto, Classical and 
Christian: Studies in the Latin Epitaphs of Mediaeval and Renaissance 
Rome (Helsinki: Snomalainen tiedeakatemia, 1980); and Saxl (see 
note 9), pp. 19-46. 
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necessary and useful to produce drawings in the midst 
of the verbal texts they compose in order to record their 
discoveries; nor should it be surprising that artists like 
Pisanello and Mantegna take part in collecting and 
recording constructions of words.32 

In short, the perfect humanist wish fulfillment, at least 
through the fifteenth century, is the conjunction of 
antique art object and authenticating lapidary 
inscription. Where they are not found together, they are 
often brought together. That is why accounts of the 
Roman girl's rediscovery tend either to claim that there 
was an accompanying inscription or to note its 
absence.33 In reality, of course, the Appian Way 
abounded in fragments of funereal epigraphy; so there 
were many options for a conjunction among the girl's 
physical particulars, the local inscriptions, and the larger 
texts of ancient civilization. As with the "rediscovered" 
Pallas in the eleventh century, she has no opportunity of 
having been an ordinary, anonymous mortal. Her age, 
the location where she is found, and the care and 
expertise with which she is buried produce a flurry of 
insertions into the major families of Roman history. 

There is a general scanning of funerary literature as 
individuals are cited because they had been written 
about as having especially elaborate or Egyptian-style 
burials. She might be one of the Scipios or else the 
daughter of Julius Caesar and wife of Pompey. Most often 
she is identified as Tulliola, Cicero's daughter, because 
cineraria with inscriptions relating to the family had 
recently been discovered not too far away.34 

In a quite different spirit, Pompilio introduces into the 
story his friend the Catalan humanist Hieronymus Pau as 
an arbiter of truth who speaks directly to the 
hypothesizing crowds: 

Who would dare to claim whose body this might have 
been? Besides, all guesses are blind: there is no clear 
indicator made manifest to us, nothing unique, unless you 

wish the indicator to be the very fact that there is no 
inscription here to be read. By this it is almost possible to 

guess that it was that deadly woman Poppaea Sabina, the 
wife of Nero. For I remember reading in Tacitus that she 
died by the accident of her husband's wrath. The body was 
not burnt in sacrifice, according to the Roman usage, but 
rather following foreign habits stuffed, dressed with herbs, 
and placed in the mound of the Julii. So speaks Tacitus. It 
might be that the coffin of this very same Poppaea was 
carried out into the fields on account of Nero's hatred. Such 
a far-fetched conjecture can be made by me since no truth 
at all seems to come to light here.35 

Pau uses his erudition-he quotes verbatim from 
Tacitus36-not to fix the girl's identity but to unfix it. He 
turns the problem from the body being watched to the 
bodies doing the watching and makes it a story about 
acts of interpretation undertaken in the presence of an 
outsider who cannot be easily read. The perfect union of 
object with text versus the recognition of the object's 
distance and illegibility; one could call these the two 
faces of historicism. The first names and categorizes the 
historical Other to insert it into a preexisting narrative, 
the second respectfully leaves the distance unbridged. 

But the corpse in the Appian Way is not only used as 
a historicist marker in mapping the distance that 
separates modern times from antiquity. When Pallas's 
body was supposedly rediscovered back in 1065, its 
truth was rendered corporeal by the still visible gigantic 

wound that Turnus had administered. What Virgil had 
written about could now be confirmed, as one might 
say, in the flesh. On the other hand, the mark on 

Tulliola's body-if we call her that is her extraordinary 
beauty. According to another account of the events: 

32. On this phenomenon, see Chiarlo (see note 31), pp. 271-297; 
Anna Cavallaro and Enrico Parlato, Da Pisanello alla nascita dei musei 
capitolini (Milan: Mondadori, 1988); and Phyllis and Karl Lehmann, 
Samothracian Reflections: Aspects of the Revival of the Antique 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973). 

33. For example, the diary of Antonio di Vaseli (cited in Lanciani 
[see note 9], p. 296), "Much care has been taken in searching the 
tomb in which the corpse was found, in the hope of discovering her 
epitaph, with her name" (Lanciani's citation is Archives of the Vatican, 
Armar. xv, fasc. 44); or, from Matarazzo's Cronaca, p. 1 80: "Era una 
formosa e pulita Giovane chiamata Julia, commo per epitaffio se 
leggieva ... e parte de quello epitaffio diceva cosi: Julia filia Claudi" 
(cited by Thode [see note 9], p. 85). 

34. For example, Codex 71 6 of the Munich Library from the 
papers of Hartmann Schedel, "Plurique Ciceronis filiam voluere 
Tulliolam. Namque monumentum illius, cuius epigramma vidi et legi 
eo loco, patris illic est in proximo loco: tum quod eo in loco, ubi 
humata illa erat, agros habuerit Cicero" (cited by Hulsen [see note 9], 
p. 438). But cf. Lanciani, who discounts these claims: "The body was 
of a young and tender girl, while Tulliola is known to have died in 
childbirth at the age of thirty-two. Moreover, there is no document to 

prove that Cicero had a family vault at the sixth milestone of the 
Appian Way" (see note 9, p. 300). 

35. Quoted in Mercati (see note 4), pp. 278-279. 
36. See Tacitus, Annals 16.6: "fortuita mariti iracundia ... corpus 

non igni abolitum, ut Romanus mos, sed regum externorum 
consuetudine differtum odoribus conditur tumuloque luliorum 
infertur." (Academia scientiarum germania berolinensis, ed. E. 

Koestermann [Berlin, 1965], pp. 378-379). 
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A face appeared, so lovely, so pleasing, so attractive, that, 
although the girl had certainly been dead fifteen hundred 
years, she appeared to have been laid to rest that very day. 
The thick masses of hair, collected on the top of the head in 
the old style, seemed to have been combed then and there. 
The eyelids could be opened and shut; the ears and the 
nose were so well preserved that, after being bent to one 
side or the other, they instantly resumed their original 
shape. By pressing the flesh of the cheeks the color would 
disappear as in a living body. The tongue could be seen 
through the pink lips; the articulations of the hands and feet 
still retained their elasticity.... I am sure that if you had 
had the privilege of beholding that lovely young face, the 
pleasure would have equalled your astonishment.37 

These relations to antiquity are not authorized or 
mediated by the texts of history as is the wound inflicted 
by Turnus or the various family relations posited for the 
girl herself. Nor is that death wound the principal means 
of authentication. Rather, what signals the living quality 
of the corpse is a veritable Petrarchan blazon of physical 
perfections: her hair, her eyes, her nose, her cheeks, her 
lips, her tongue, her teeth. 

In short, while the perfectly preserved body stands in 
various forms of respectful historical distance, it also 
exercises a sexual fascination bound up with the girl's 
status between life and death. We can certainly give this 
phenomenon names out of abnormal psychology; and 
there are indeed necrophile aspects of Renaissance 
humanism, not to mention necrophile aspects of 
Petrarchan monumentalizing and idealizing. But let us 
open the question a bit more broadly by (somewhat 
anachronistic) reference to two Shakespearean 
moments. First, when Romeo looks at his beloved in the 
tomb and notes that she appears as beautiful as when 
she was alive: "Beauty's ensign yet / Is crimson in thy 
lips and in thy cheeks, / And death's pale flag is not 
advanced there." And second, another tomb episode, 
the viewing of what is supposed to be the memorial 
statue of Hermione at the end of The Winter's Tale.38 
Both scenes are concerned with an erotic and, as it 
turns out, pseudo-necrophile gaze because in both cases 
it turns out that the woman is alive. But I would argue 
that what is truly erotic in these encounters is not sheer 
physical beauty, nor death, but the re-presentation of 

beauty by perfect verisimilitude. Romeo, far from being 
guilty of necrophilia, proves himself an expert beholder 
of the woman he loves by perceiving what none of the 
rest of the family could perceive that she looks exactly 
as though she were alive. The case of Hermione is yet 
more explicit: she is rendered directly as a triumph of 
mimesis, which is to say looking exactly as though she 
were alive. 

When the crowds flock to the Appian Way in 1485 
and marvel at Tulliola's condition, they are seeing a 
great ancient beauty who looks precisely as though she 
is alive. That is verbatim the most ancient of 
formulations to praise great works of art; indeed, to 
characterize her as "lifelike" is to use the same terms for 
corpses as for sculpture, terms that entangle the 
aesthetic and the erotic. Which comes first: the love 
object, the statue, the corpse? Which has intellectual, 
psychological, historical priority? I am not sure. What 
matters is the set of forces that is alternative to but 
concomitant with historicism. One measure of the past 
follows the entire Middle Ages as it plays itself out 
between the time of Tulliola's death and her rediscovery, 
just as, in the case of Hebel's story, the same measure 
follows the whole last half of the eighteenth century as it 
elapses between the death of the iron miner and his 
reappearance. Another measure collapses time into a 
face-to-face encounter with the Other. Benjamin was 
right to remark that in Hebel's chronicle it is death that 
forms the substance, the continuity, and the authority for 
the storyteller; but without the eros of the betrothed 
couple who frame the chronicle, would anyone pay 
attention to the history that unfolds so inexorably 
within it? 

37. From a copy of a letter by Daniel da Sebastiano in Marciana 
ms. 14,267; cited by HLilsen (see note 9), p. 436. 

38. Shakespearean citations Romeo andJu/iet, V.3.95-6 and The 
Winter's Tale, V.3-are from The Riverside Shakespeare (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, 1974). 
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